Time 18:00 minutes approx:
Red Kite solicitors letter --- terms should relate to each individual landowner.
We do not understand how this can be achieved without collating information from each
landowner by meeting with them or using the data from the ExA's records.
Time 19:45 minutes approx:
WPD's Legal Council --- Mr Jones to advise of landowner's concerns.
We believe it true to say that the landowner's have been advising WPD of their wishes
from the first consultation and have also provided valuable input which does not seem to
have been employed.
Generally in the many submissions to the ExA landowner's have also recorded their
concerns and, a review of these will provide a comprehensive picture to WPD of these
matters without awaiting Mr Jones to spend his valuable time to reprise them all again.
Time 19:50 minutes approx:
WPD's Legal Council --- We are here to negotiate case by case on the easement which we
require and it is not a legal hold on your land.
Once again, we do not understand how this can be achieved without collating information
from each landowner by meeting with them or using the data from the ExA's records.
Time 22:00 minutes approx:
WPD's Legal Council --- No record of any evidence of taint of wooden poles used
extensively over upland Wales...many many hundreds of poles.
Regarding taint; it is suggested that the likelihood of this being commented upon before
the modern Health & Safety concerns would seem unlikely as long as landowners had
water.
Regarding numbers of poles; from the above there are obviously a lot and this is why
landowner's are so opposed to even more poles for OHL's. When will enough be enough?
Time 36:00 minutes approx:
WPD's Legal Council --- Private loss --- No serious suggestion of a better route for a
predominantly OHL which would produce a less private loss than the one we have taken.
Landowner's and others have indeed proposed a serious suggestion for this connection.
Install it underground. This would mitigate private loss. It appears that WPD are
advocating that a small loss of profits to their large company is more important than the
private losses of us individuals. This can only be seen as the rich getting richer at the
expense of pensioners and hard-working wage earners who have invested heavily in their
land, even their entire lives.
Time 53:00 minutes approx:
WPD's Legal Council --- Human Rights aspect --- First thing to note is that nobody is
required to sign them (the HoT's). You sign up to a HoT when you are satisfied that
you feel they meet your requirements, needs and position. Its an agreement
somebody enters into freely.
Before we were aware of this advice, it is suggested that this is the very reason that
several landowner's have not yet signed these documents. Indeed, they do not meet our
requirements, needs and position, and the best way to achieve this is for WPD to engage
properly and meaningfully with the landowner's and address their individual concerns and
incorporate them into documents as appropriate. We thank WPD's Legal Council's advice.
Time 54:00 minutes approx:
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Nick Buxton, Bruton Knowles --- has apparently been bought in to deal with BJP clients.
BK advise that 3 clauses from BJP were responded to on 16th December 2015 and a
further 30 odd issues on 18th January 2016, however there does not appear to been any
significant effect on the 'Key Terms Sheets/Heads of Terms'.
It appears to us that this important matter is trying to be carried out seated at a desk rather
than making visits to find out from the 'horses mouths' what the landowner's concerns are,
making notes of them and sorting them expediently.
We must say that considering the reams of paper WPD has used in their mass of
documentation, we are amazed that they did not appear to see fit to use half-of-a-ream to
write to each affected landowner with a resume of the anticipated works and equipment to
be carried out or installed on their property, as we think this would have provided a basis of
understanding between the parties.
As WPD originally made appointments with us, which they cancelled without notice or
apology, we believe that their original approach to engage with landowner's was the
correct one which, had they carried on, we perceive would have had matters resolved by
now to our mutual satisfaction. However, as always, we remain ready to engage with WPD
preferably on a face-to-face basis to get this matter sorted, even though we still advocate
that undergrounding of the connection would benefit landowner's and the valuable
countryside. The remaining beautiful countryside is all we have to pass on to future
generations and the more we abuse it the more our descendants will despise us.
We must therefore confirm our continued objection to the application for a 'Development
Consent Order' and 'Compulsary Acquisition' and also believe that WPD should be obliged
to properly carry out the necessary engagement with landowner's so that an agreement is
made that can be entered into freely.
Kindest Regards,

Leslie & Pearl Birch
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